Metasurface Salisbury screen: achieving ultra-wideband microwave absorption.
The metasurfaces have recently been demonstrated to provide full control of the phase responses of electromagnetic (EM) wave scattering over subwavelength scales, enabling a wide range of practical applications. Here, we propose a comprehensive scheme for the efficient and flexible design of metasurface Salisbury screen (MSS) capable of absorbing the impinging EM wave in an ultra-wide frequency band. We show that properly designed reflective metasurface can be used to substitute the metallic ground of conventional Salisbury screen for generating diverse resonances in a desirable way, thus providing large controllability over the absorption bandwidth. Based on this concept, we establish an equivalent circuit model to qualitatively analysis the resonances in MSS and design algorithms to optimize the overall performance of the MSS. Experiments have been carried out to demonstrate that the absorption bandwidth from 6 GHz to 30 GHz with an efficiency higher than 85% can be achieved by the proposal, which is apparently much larger than that of conventional Salisbury screen (7 GHz - 17 GHz). The proposed concept of MSS could offer opportunities for flexibly designing thin electromagnetic absorbers with simultaneously ultra-wide bandwidth, polarization insensitivity, and wide incident angle, exhibiting promising potentials for many applications such as in EM compatibility, stealth technique, etc.